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Quantum-mechanical spin states and Zeeman-level diagrams of the positively charged exciton

M. Hayne,* T. Vanhoucke,† and V. V. Moshchalkov
Laboratorium voor Vaste-Stoffysica en Magnetisme, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 D, B-3001 Leuven, Be

~Received 26 November 2002; published 23 July 2003!

We consider the spin interaction in the Hamiltonian for the positively charged excitonX1, determining the
spin states and Zeeman-level diagrams forX1 in which the heavy- and light-hole bands are degenerate and
nondegenerate. The former case results in anX1 with quintuplet and septet states in addition to the singlet and
triplet states that are also observed for the negatively charged excitonX2. When the heavy- and light-hole
bands are splitX1 can comprise two heavy holes, two light holes, or a heavy and a light hole. The heavy-hole
X1 Zeeman-level diagram is found to be completely analogous to that ofX2, while the light-holeX1 has more
optical transitions and a different Zeeman splitting in photoluminescence.X1 consisting of a heavy and a light
hole has no coupled hole states, and is truly a heavy-~or light-! hole exciton plus a light~heavy! hole.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A neutral excitonX0 is formed when a hole binds a
electron due to their mutual Coulomb interaction. Wh
more electrons are present than holes, the neutral exc
might be able to bind a second electron forming a thr
particle system, the negatively charged excitonX2. In a
similar way, the positively charged excitonX1 can be
formed whenX0 binds a second hole. Due to the relative
small charged exciton~trion! binding energies with respect t
X0 in bulk semiconductors, the dimensionality of the ho
material has to be reduced to observe trions in experime
X2 has been intensively studied both theoretically1–5 and
experimentally~see, for example Refs. 6–11! in quantum
wells ~QW’s!, usually in the presence of an external ma
netic field. A consensus about the magneto-optical beha
of X2 in GaAs/AlGaAs QW’s has now been obtained10

while for X1 very few results have been reported, eith
experimentally7,8,12,13 or theoretically.14,15 In particular, the
identification of the spin states ofX1 has not been consid
ered in detail. In order to achieve a full description ofX1 in
the presence of a magnetic field, it is clear that terms rela
to angular and spin momenta in the Hamiltonian must
considered.3 A number of techniques have been used to c
culate the trion eigenstates and eigenfunctions such as
stochastic variational method,3,14 Monte Carlo simulations,5

and the Haldane sphere technique2, but these have been a
most exclusively applied to theX2 problem. SinceX1 con-
sists of two holes which are quantum-mechanically coup
the determination of theX1 spin states is much more com
plicated than forX2 because of the high total spin value
the holes and the complexity of the valence band.

In this work we focus onX1, but no attempt will be made
to solve the full trion Hamiltonian. Rather, we will restric
ourselves to the examination of the spin coupling of the tr
particles in order to find allX1 spin states and their Zeema
levels. Doing so, a full quantum-mechanical spin picture
obtained forX1. The remainder of this paper is organized
follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review theX2 problem as a
basis for discussing the more complexX1. In Sec. III, we
considerX1 for the case where the heavy- and light-ho
0163-1829/2003/68~3!/035322~8!/$20.00 68 0353
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bands are degenerate at the top of the valence band, suc
their states are strongly mixed and it is not possible to ass
fully heavy- or light-hole character to either of the holes.
Sec. IV, we examine the three possible scenarios which a
when this is not the case, i.e. the holes are either~i! both
heavy, ~ii ! both light, or ~iii ! one is heavy and another i
light. In Sec. V, we present some discussion and compare
findings with the experimental data, whilst in Sec. IV w
conclude.

II. ZEEMAN-LEVEL DIAGRAM OF XÀ

In order to understand the spin states ofX1, we first
briefly review the simplerX2 problem.X2 consists of two
electrons and one hole, and is thus described by a total w
functionCT , which has to be antisymmetric due to the Pa
exclusion principle. We start with the two electrons, whi
being the two identical particles inX2 are responsible for
making CT antisymmetric. Lets1

e (s2
e) be the spin of elec-

tron 1 ~2! with corresponding spinz componentms1

e (ms2

e ),16

the four two-electron spin wave functionsw i
spin then can be

written as

w1
spin5a~1!a~2!,

w2
spin5a~1!b~2!,

~1!
w3

spin5b~1!a~2!,

w4
spin5b~1!b~2!.

We use the notationa( i )[usi
e51/2;msi

e 511/2&, and b( i )

[usi
e51/2;msi

e 521/2& for the single-particle electron spi

wave functions wherei ( i 51,2) labels electroni. This means
that, for example,w2

spin represents the two-electron sp
wave function with electron 1 having spin up (ms1

e 511/2)

and electron 2 having spin down (ms2

e 521/2). Note that

s1
e5s2

e51/2 since we deal with two electrons. The tw
electron spin wave functionsw i

spin ( i 51,2,3,4) span a four-
dimensional two-electron spin space which we refer to as
©2003 The American Physical Society22-1
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‘‘uncoupled space.’’ The two-electron spin wave functions
the four-dimensional ‘‘coupled space’’ are then given
three symmetrical spin wave functionscSi

spin ( i 51,2,3) and

one antisymmetrical spin wave functioncAS
spin , which are

linear combinations of the uncoupled wave functionsw i
spin

as

cS1

spin5a~1!a~2!,

cS2

spin5
1

A2
@a~1!b~2!1b~1!a~2!#,

~2!
cS3

spin5b~1!b~2!,

cAS
spin5

1

A2
@a~1!b~2!2b~1!a~2!#

with 1/A2 a normalization factor. The meaning of uncoupl
and coupled spaces can be understood as follows. In
uncoupled space, both electron spins move independent
meaning that the spinz component and the magnitude of th
spin momentum are specified for both electrons. In this c
s1

e , s2
e , ms1

e , and ms2

e are good quantum numbers for th

system. In thecoupled space, the two particles combine to
composite system with a specified total spinz componentms
and magnitude of the total spin momentums. Note that the
spin wave functionscSi

spin ( i 51,2,3) are symmetric with re

spect to particle exchange, whilecAS
spin is antisymmetric as

required to makeCT antisymmetric. The three symmetric
s51 spin wave functionscS1

spin , cS2

spin , and cS3

spin have a

total spin z component ofms511, ms50, andms521,
respectively, and are therefore called the triplet spin sta
On the other hand,cAS

spin represents the singlet spin state w
a total spins50 and spinz componentms50.

When a heavy hole with spinz componentms
hh563/2 is

included, each level splits into two sublevels with a total s
z component ofX2 being Sz .9 The ‘‘singlet’’ level of X2

therefore has two spin states, and the ‘‘triplet’’ has six. D
spite this, these states are still conventionally referred to
singlet and triplet in order to signify their origin in the cou
pling of the two electrons. The total spinS of X2 is half
integer for both spin states making theX2 a fermion,
whereasX0 is a boson. On the application of a magne
field, the degeneracy of the levels is lifted by the Zeem
interaction depending on the electron and holeg factorsge
andgh , respectively, resulting in theX2 Zeeman-level dia-
gram described in Ref. 9. A similar analysis can be applied
X2 with light holes, usingms

lh561/2, which results in the
same number of spin states, but different optical transitio

III. X¿ WITH DEGENERATE HEAVY-
AND LIGHT-HOLE BANDS

We now turn our attention toX1. As mentioned in Sec. I
the problem is considerably more complex forX1 than for
X2 due to the higher total spin of the holes, which allow
spin z components of63/2 or 61/2, and substantially in-
03532
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creases the number of possibleX1 spin states compared wit
X2. Furthermore, since two of these states (ms

hh563/2) are
associated with the heavy-hole band, and two (ms

lh561/2)
with the light-hole band, we can construct several alterna
Zeeman-level diagrams, depending on whether we have
tirely heavy or light holes, or a mixture of the two. In th
section, we consider the most complex case, with two ho
at wave vectork50 in a structure where the heavy- an
light-hole bands are degenerate and mixed, i.e., where
holes are indistinguishable and cannot be clearly assig
fully heavy- or light-hole character. In such a situation, w
must consider that either hole can have the full range
allowed values ofz-component of the spin. The other po
sible scenarios are presented in Sec. IV.

In a similar way to electrons inX2, the holes inX1 are
fermions, and thus the total wave functionCT should be
anti-symmetric. Starting with the holes ofX1, we can use an
analogous approach to that forX2 to construct the uncoupled
and coupled two-hole spin wave functions. The hole spinsh

equals 3/2 with spinz componentsms
hh563/2 and ms

lh

561/2 for the heavy and light holes, respectively, thus th
are in total 16 (434) uncoupled spin wave functionsw i ( i
51, . . .,16) spanning a 16- dimensional uncoupled spa
rather than a four-dimensional one as forX2. The uncoupled
spin wave functions of the two-hole system are given
Table I with s1

h and ms1

h (s2
h and ms2

h ), the spin and spinz

component of hole 1~2!. Note thats1
h5s2

h53/2 since we deal
with holes.

In the coupled space, the total spins of two holes is de-
fined and given by

s5us1
h2s2

hu,us1
h2s2

hu11, . . . ,us1
h1s2

hu. ~3!

Using s1
h5s2

h53/2 for holes leads tos50, 1, 2, or 3 with
spin z componentsms shown in Table II. It is clear that Eq
~3! can also be used to determine the total spin of theX2

spin states withs1
e5s2

e51/2 giving the same results as ob
tained previously. The third column of Table II indicates t
spin states of the two-hole system related tos. As can be
seen, in addition to a singlet and a triplet spin state co
sponding to a total spins50 ands51 respectively, there is
a quintuplet and a septet spin state with total spinss52 and
s53 respectively. Note that there are in total 16ms values

TABLE I. Spin wave functions of the uncoupled space of t
two-hole system withs1

h (s2
h) andz componentms1

h (ms2

h ) of hole 1
~2!.

w i us1
h ,ms1

h &us2
h ,ms2

h & w i us1
h ,ms1

h &us2
h ,ms2

h &

w1 u3/2,13/2&u3/2,11/2& w9 u3/2,21/2&u3/2,11/2&
w2 u3/2,13/2&u3/2,21/2& w10 u3/2,21/2&u3/2,21/2&
w3 u3/2,13/2&u3/2,13/2& w11 u3/2,21/2&u3/2,13/2&
w4 u3/2,13/2&u3/2,23/2& w12 u3/2,21/2&u3/2,23/2&
w5 u3/2,11/2&u3/2,11/2& w13 u3/2,23/2&u3/2,11/2&
w6 u3/2,11/2&u3/2,21/2& w14 u3/2,23/2&u3/2,21/2&
w7 u3/2,11/2&u3/2,13/2& w15 u3/2,23/2&u3/2,13/2&
w8 u3/2,11/2&u3/2,23/2& w16 u3/2,23/2&u3/2,23/2&
2-2
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for the two-hole spin states which correspond with the
mensionality of the~un! coupled space as will be explaine
later.

Having determined the spin states of the two-hole syst
we now go on to construct the band-degenerateX1 Zeeman-
level diagram. To do so we have to include an electron w
spin z componentms

e561/2. This results in 1632532 en-
ergy levels with totalX1 spin z componentsSz ~see Fig. 1!.
Throughout this work we draw our Zeeman-level diagra
under the assumption thatge,0,gh and ugeu,ughu, which
is consistent with experimental data on all but the narrow
GaAs QW’s.17 A very similar approach may be used in oth
cases. Although there are in total 32 Zeeman levels forX1,
we label the spin states as singlet, triplet, quintuplet, a
septet according to the convention consistent withX2. The
total spin ofX1 is half integer for all spin states making th
positively charged exciton a fermion, as was the case forX2.
The large quantity of energy levels is a direct result of
hole spin being 3/2. In fact, sincems

hh563/2 and ms
lh

561/2 corresponding to the heavy and light holes, resp
tively, the construction of the coupled space includes b
type of holes. Note that differentX1 Zeeman levels can hav
the sameSz value since all levels have different spin wa
functions. When applying a magnetic fieldB, the degeneracy
is lifted by the Zeeman interaction giving the completeX1

Zeeman-level diagram shown in Fig. 1. The optical select
rules DSz511 andDSz521 are applicable here and co
respond to recombination emitting right- (s1) and left-
handed (s2) circularly polarized lights respectively. In tota
there are 44 optical transitions leaving an excess hole w
spin z componentms

hh563/2 or ms
lh561/2. Note that al-

though the total spin ofX1 exceeds 1 for the quintuplet an
septet spin states, an optical transition can occur as lon
DSz561 is fulfilled. This means that, depending on theX1

spin state, an optical transition leaves an unbound heav
light hole in the final state. For brevity we will restrict th
discussion of the optical transitions here to the singlet
triplet spin states. It should be mentioned that our appro
does not allow us to determine which spin state has the l
est energy, however, comparison withX2 leads us to con-
clude that a low total spin value corresponds to low ene
at least in low magnetic fields. Transitions 1 and 3 in Fig
refer to thes2 polarized optical transitions of the single
while 2 and 4 haves1 polarization. The singlet splitting is
only determined byge , while the final level is always a hole
with spin z component61/2 or 63/2, and therefore four
distinguishable optical transitions from the singlet are
pected. This is very different fromX2 where only two dif-

TABLE II. Total spin s and z componentms of the two-hole
system with corresponding spin states.

s ms Spin state

0 0 Singlet
1 21,0,11 Triplet
2 22,21,0,11,12 Quintuplet
3 23,22,21,0,11,12,13 Septet
03532
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ferent singlet transitions are allowed.9 For the triplet, there
are five transitions havings2 polarization~transitions 5, 6,
8, 10, and 12! and five withs1 ~transitions 7, 9, 11, 13, and
14!. Thus, the triplet state has in total ten different optical
allowed transitions, but only four of them are distinguishab
in photoluminescence~PL! experiments. For example, tran
sitions 5, 8, and 12 have the same transition energy e
though they originate from different energy levels. The sa
is true for transitions 7, 11, and 13. As a result, the numb

FIG. 1. Zeeman-level diagram of the band degenerateX1, with
total exciton spinz componentSz . s1 ands2 indicate right- and
left-handed circularly polarized photoluminescence, whilee and h
denote electron and hole, respectively~see text for more details!.
The X1 levels labeled ‘‘singlet’’ through to ‘‘septet’’ represent th
initial state, whilest the levels labeled ‘‘hole only’’ correspond to t
final state after recombination. Note that only the optically allow
transitions~arrows! for the singlet and triplet are shown, and th
size of the Zeeman splitting of the hole only state is exaggera
compared to the other states for clarity. Transitions 5, 8, and 12
indistinguishable in photoluminescence, as are 7, 11, and 14.
2-3
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of optically distinguishable singlet and triplet spin state
transitions for the band degenerateX1 are four and four,
respectively, which is twice that ofX2 in each case.

The experimentalX1 Zeeman-splitting energy, i.e., ob
served in a PL experiment,DEZ , is not so straightforward to
determine as forX2. For example, for the singlet, the diffe
ence in PL energy between transitions 2 and 3, which lea
heavy hole, is the same as forX2 and given byDEZ5(ge
13gh)mBB ~see Fig. 1!, wheremB is the Bohr magneton
For transitions 1 and 4, which leave behind a light ho
DEZ5(2ge1gh)mBB. A similar approach can be used fo
the triplet and all other high-energy spin states to obtainDEZ
in each case, though the selection of which PL lines sho
be used to determineDEZ becomes somewhat arbitrary a
the number of optically distinguishable transitions increas
It is clear from Fig. 1 that for all transitions, the final state
either a light or a heavy hole in the valence band. Howe
since the spinz component of the hole is63/2 or61/2 , it is
not a priori clear to what extent the spin wave functions
the band degenerateX1 are composed of heavy and ligh
holes. Indeed, the spin states ofX1 are determined using Eq
~3!, giving no information at all about the relation betwe
the coupled and the uncoupled spin spaces. In order to k
the influence of the heavy and light holes on the spin sta
of X1, it is necessary to investigate the spin wave functio
of the two-particle system in the coupled space. As we s
see, for degenerate heavy- and light-hole bands, it is imp
sible to construct almost all of the band-degenerateX1 spin
states without a mixture of heavy and light holes.

The spinz components of the two-hole states of the ba
degenerateX1, i.e., singlet, triplet, quintuplet, and septe
correspond with spin wave functionsc i ( i 51, . . .,16) of the
coupled space in a similar way toX2, but the quantum-
mechanical construction ofc i is not as straightforward. The
wave functions are linear combinations of the uncoup
wave functionsw i ( i 51, . . .,16) given in Table I, and the
coefficients can be found using

us,ms ;s1
h ,s2

h&5( (
ms1

h
1ms2

h
5ms

Cm
s1

h m
s2

h us1
h ,ms1

h &us2
h ,ms2

h &,

~4!

where us,ms ;s1
h ,s2

h& denotes the spin wave functionsc i ( i
51, . . .,16) of the coupled space withs and ms given in
Table III ands1

h5s2
h53/2 for holes. The expansion coeffi

cients Cm
s1

h m
s2

h are the Clebsch-Gordan~CG! coefficients18

andus1
h ,ms1

h &us2
h ,ms2

h & are the uncoupled spin wave function

w i given in Table I. The summation runs over the quant
numbersms1

h andms2

h with the constraintms1

h 1ms2

h 5ms . As

an example, the singlet spin state (s50,ms50) originates
from c15u0,0;3/2,3/2& given by the expansion

c15C13/223/2•w41C11/221/2•w61C21/211/2•w9

1C23/213/2•w15, ~5!

with C13/223/25C21/211/251/2 and C11/221/25C23/213/2
521/2, and all other coefficients zero. All expansion co
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s1

h m
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h for a two-hole system are given in Table I

where blank cells represent zero coefficients. The fourth c
umn of Table III denotes theX1 spin states using the nota
tion S, T, Q, and SP for singlet, triplet, quintuplet, and sep
respectively. Note that these states correspond with th
given in Table II. The last column of Table III reflects th
symmetry of the spin states with SYM5 symmetric and
ASYM 5 antisymmetric. This symmetry follows directl
from the sign of the CG coefficients whereCxy5Cyx signi-
fies a symmetric andCxy52Cyx an anti-symmetric spin
wave functionc i for all valid x andy. Note that the symme-
try of the singlet and triplet states ofX1 is exactly the same
as forX2. The significance of a CG coefficient, for exampl
C13/221/2, is such thatuC13/221/2u2 represents the probability
to find a heavy~3/2! and a light~1/2! hole with spin up~1!
and down~2!, respectively, in the correspondingX1 spin
state with fixed s and ms values. ~Note that
(m

1
h(m

2
huCm

s1

h m
s2

h u251 in Table III for all states as necessary!

Therefore, since onlyC23/223/251 andC13/213/251 for the
septet state withms523 andms513, respectively, this is
the only state in which both holes in the band degenerateX1

can be heavy holes. This means that no septet PL trans
originating from ms563 leaving a light hole~final level
ms

lh561/2) is allowed in Fig. 1. However, all other state
involve the presence of the heavyand light holes as can be
seen in Table III, and therefore all optically allowed tran
tions for the singlet and triplet of Fig. 1 are confirmed by t
CG coefficients. We note that forX2, the CG coefficients
can be found using the same expansion of Eq.~4! with the
corresponding spin wave functionsw i

spin of Eq. ~1!. This
results in six nonzero CG coefficients equal to the coe
cients in Eq.~2!.

IV. X¿ WITH NON-DEGENERATE HEAVY-
AND LIGHT-HOLE BANDS

In the preceding section, we examined the situation
which the heavy- and light-hole bands are degenerate,
analyzed the Zeeman interaction making no assumpt
about the contribution of heavy and light holes, but on
considering the spin. However, in some structures, such
narrow or strained quantum wells, it is likely that the heav
light hole valence-band degeneracy will be lifted, such t
each hole can be clearly assigned as either heavy or light.
this reason, and for the sake of completeness, we now tur
the three other possible situations, which are~i! two heavy
holes,~ii ! two light holes, and~iii ! one heavy and one ligh
hole.

As was already realized by Shieldset al.13 the restriction
of the problem to one type of hole, be it either heavy or lig
reduces theX1 problem to one which is essentially anal
gous toX2, and results in the formation of singlet and tripl
states, as discussed in detail in Sec. II. It is not necessa
repeat the derivation here, rather we can simply exchange
relevant electron and hole spin-states to arrive at
Zeeman-level diagrams for the heavy- and light-holeX1

shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. Several remark
should be made about these diagrams. First, because o
2-4



e spin states are singlet~S!, triplet ~T!, quintuplet
ents being zero.

23/211/2 C23/221/2 C23/213/2 C23/223/2

w13 w14 w15 w16 Symmetry

21/2 ASYM

A3/10 SYM

A9/20 SYM

SYM

2A1/2 ASYM

2A1/2 ASYM

21/2 ASYM

ASYM

ASYM

1 SYM

A1/2 SYM

A1/5 SYM

A1/20 SYM

SYM

SYM

SYM

Q
U

A
N

T
U

M
-M

E
C

H
A

N
IC

A
L

S
P

IN
S

TAT
E

S
A

N
D

Z
E

E
M

A
N-

...
P

HY
S

IC
A

L
R

E
V

IE
W

B
68,

035322
~2003!

035322-5
TABLE III. Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for a two-hole system with total spins and spinz componentms in the coupled space. Th
~Q!, and septet~SP! having a symmetric~SYM! or antisymmetric~ASYM! spin wave functionsc i . The blank cells represent coeffici

C13/211/2 C13/221/2 C13/213/2 C13/223/2 C11/211/2 C11/221/2 C11/213/2 C11/223/2 C21/211/2 C21/221/2 C21/213/2 C21/223/2 C

c i s ms State w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10 w11 w12

c1 0 0 S 1/2 21/2 1/2

c2 1 21 T A3/10 2A2/5

c3 1 0 T A9/20 2A1/20 2A1/20

c4 1 11 T A3/10 2A2/5 A3/10

c5 2 22 Q A1/2

c6 2 21 Q A1/2

c7 2 0 Q 1/2 1/2 21/2

c8 2 11 Q A1/2 2A1/2

c9 2 12 Q A1/2 2A1/2

c10 3 23 SP

c11 3 22 SP A1/2

c12 3 21 SP A1/5 A3/5

c13 3 0 SP A1/20 A9/20 A9/20

c14 3 11 SP A1/5 A3/5 A1/5

c15 3 12 SP A1/2 A1/2

c16 3 13 SP 1
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restriction to one type of hole in each case, we have only
rather than four final states. Combining this with the restr
tion of the values of thez component of the hole spin in th
initial (X1) state reduces the number of allowed optical tra
sitions to a manageable number, six for the heavy holeX1

and eight for the light holeX1. Indeed, it can be seen tha
the Zeeman-level diagram for the heavy holeX1 is com-
pletely analogous to that ofX2, with two singlet transitions
and four triplet transitions. The twos2 triplet transitions are
indistinguishable in PL, as are the twos1 transitions, giving
only two distinguishable PL transitions for the heavy-ho
X1 triplet, exactly as was the case forX2.9 Note that our
assumptionge,0,gh and ugeu,ughu results in a different
order of heavy-holeX1 spin states to that publishe
previously,13 and changes the order and number of obse
able PL transitions, as was also found the case forX2.9

Finally, the experimental Zeeman splitting for the PL tran
tions of the heavy holeX1 is also the same as it is for theX2

and the neutral exciton, and is given byDEZ5(ge
13gh)mBB.

Although the spin states of the light holeX1 may be
constructed in analogy with that ofX2, the similarity of the
two cases ceases once the optical transitions are consid
The light holeX1 has two singlet transitions, but six triple
transitions rather than four. Four of these are experiment
distinguishable in PL; transitions 3 and 5 have the same

FIG. 2. Zeeman-level diagram of~a! the heavy holeX1 and~b!
the light holeX1. For the heavy holeX1, transitions 3 and 4 have
the same PL energy, as do 4 and 6. For the light holeX1 transitions
3 and 5 have the same PL energy, as do 6 and 8.
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energy, as do 6 and 8. Notably, and in contrast to all ot
charged excitons considered so far, the light holeX1 has
no optically forbidden transitions, at least according to s
selection rules. This is a direct result of the restriction of t
z component of the spin of the holes to61/2. There are
further differences between the light holeX1 and its heavy
hole orX2 counterparts. The experimental Zeeman splitti
for the singlet recombination is given byDEZ5(2ge

1gh)mBB, which is the same value as was found for t
splitting between transitions 1 and 4 of band degenerateX1.
This follows from the restriction of thez components of the
spin in the final states toms

lh to 61/2, since the initial state
of the singlet is constructed from a two-particle state that
total spins50, and is therefore insensitive to the presence
heavy or light holes. Moving onto the triplet state, we ha
four optically distinguishable transitions, and therefore ca
not define a unique value for the experimental Zeeman s
ting, as was also the case for the band degenerateX1. Taking
the two lowest initial states which have optically alloweds2

and s1 transitions~3 and 6 in Fig. 2~b!, respectively, or
equivalently 5 and 8!, we find DEZ5(2ge1gh)mBB, the
same value as for the singlet, whilst for the other two tra
sitions ~4 and 7! we obtainDEZ5(ge13gh)mBB.

We now turn to the final case, that ofX1 consisting of one
light hole, one heavy hole, and one electron, which we
note as the heavy-light holeX1. It should be remarked at th
outset that the heavy-light holeX1 is fundamentally different
from all the other charged excitons considered up to now
that all the particles are distinguishable. For this reason, th
are no coupled hole~singlet or triplet! states, but instead a
series of single-particle states which arise from summing
spin contributions of the individual particles, i.e, there is
coupled spin space, but only uncoupled spin space.
heavy-light holeX1 is thus a heavy-~or light-! hole exciton
plus an extra light~heavy! hole. The possible states ar
shown in Fig. 3, again assuming thatge,0,gh and ugeu
,ughu. In order to find the optically allowed transitions, w
can simply look for states which contain states of the neu
exciton that are optically active according to spin select
rules, i.e., ms

hh513/2, ms
e521/2, and ms

hh523/2, ms
e

511/2 for s2 and s1 recombination, respectively, of th
heavy-hole exciton, andms

lh511/2, ms
e511/2, and ms

lh

521/2, ms
e521/2 for s2 and s1 recombination, respec

tively, of the light-hole exciton, with the proviso that th
extra hole remains unaffected by the recombination proc
The consequence is eight optically allowed transitions, t
with s2 recombination involving the heavy hole and leavin
the light hole and two withs2 recombination involving the
light hole and leaving the heavy hole, and similarly fors1.
However, since the light-heavy holeX1 is really a heavy or
a light-hole exciton plus a second hole, it means that the s
state of the excess hole does not affect the PL energy. T
the s2 transitions 1 and 4 involving recombination of
heavy-hole exciton~plus a light hole withms

lh561/2) are
indistinguishable in PL, as are 1 and 3, and similarly for t
light-hole exciton~plus heavy hole!. There are therefore fou
optically distinguishable transitions, with experimental Ze
man splittings of DEZ5(2ge1gh)mBB and DEZ5(ge
2-6
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13gh)mBB, which are naturally defined depending o
whether the recombination is from a light-hole exciton~plus
a heavy hole! or from a heavy-hole exciton~plus a light
hole!.

V. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Having derived the four possible Zeeman-level diagram
it is interesting to speculate as to which of these would be
most likely to be observed experimentally, and furthermo
try to use the Zeeman-level diagrams to interpret experim
tal data, as has been achieved forX2.9 In order to do so we
have to make some judgement as to whether heavy or
holes, or both, are likely to be involved in the formation
X1. In most theoretical and experimental studies of lo
dimensional III–V semiconductors in which holes are
volved, it is either implicitly or explicitly assumed that th
holes are heavy and not light. There are two justifications
this. The first is that the heavy holes have a greater densi
states due to their larger effective mass than light holes.
second is that as a result of symmetry breaking, due to c
finement effects, strain etc., the degeneracy between h
and light holes is lifted such that the heavy-hole band
above the light-hole band. This gives us good grounds for
exclusion of the light holeX1 as a realistic option; even i
the hole bands are degenerate, an exclusively light holeX1

is very unlikely. If we assume that the heavy- and light-ho

FIG. 3. Zeeman-level diagram of the heavy-light holeX1. Note
that there are no coupled hole states, just a ladder of spin s
which can be determined by summing the spins of the individ
particles. Transitions 1, 4, 5, and 8 correspond to recombinatio
a light-hole exciton~plus a heavy hole!, and transitions 2, 3, 6, an
7 correspond to a heavy-hole exciton~plus a light hole!. The heavy
light X1 has only four optically distinguishable PL transitions, co
responding tos1 ands2 heavy- and light-hole excitons recomb
nation.
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bands are degenerate, we are left with the remaining th
possibilities. The density of states argument would lead u
suppose that the heavy-light holeX1 is not likely, but it
should be noted that the density of states argument canno
used to exclude the band degenerateX1 for the reason that in
this case nearly allX1 spin states are a mixture of bot
heavy and light holes; they only take on heavy- or light-ho
~spin! character after recombination. If the hole bands are
degenerate, then the heavy holeX1 is the only realistic can-
didate.

Further clues can perhaps be found by a comparison w
the experimental data. After all, the band degenerateX1 has
a very large number of states and possible optical transitio
whereas the heavy-holeX1 Zeeman-level diagram has fea
tures which are essentially indistinguishable from that ofX2.
Magneto-PL experiments on threep-type GaAs single quan
tum wells were recently reported in which the neutral a
positively charged exciton were observed from 0 to 50 T12

In each case, just two lines fromX1, one for each polariza-
tion, arising from a single spin-split state were observed
Ref. 12, this transition was associated with the singlet s
of X1. Such an assignment would be correct irrespective
whether theX1 consisted entirely heavy holes or whether
was a band degenerateX1. In the latter case one would
according to Fig. 1, expect to see four lines from the sing
rather than two that are observed, although it is quite p
sible that transitions 1 and 4, which leave behind a light ho
are strongly suppressed due to the reduced number of a
able final states that results from the small density of sta
for the light hole. Moving onto the higher-energy states, b
the heavy hole and the band degenerateX1 have triplet
states. There are two optically distinguishable transitio
from the triplet state of the heavy holeX1 and four from the
band degenerateX1, regardless of whether we exclude lig
holes in the final state or not. Examining the triplet PL mig
therefore distinguish between heavy hole and band dege
ate X1. However, as mentioned above, no triplet-state
was observed in these experiments. We do not consider
gular momentum here, but it is well known that the lowe
energy triplet spin state forX2 is ‘‘dark’’ ( z component of
angular momentum is21),2,4 and not generally observabl
in experiments.10 If the same were true for theX1 triplet spin
state,15 this would explain the data. An alternative explan
tion is that heavy-~or light-! hole exciton recombination in a
heavy-light holeX1 was measured, leaving a light~heavy!
hole in the valence band. One might imagine that in suc
system, the heavy hole is more closely bound to the elec
than the light hole. In this case the PL would be domina
by heavy-hole (2 electron! recombination, and there woul
be ones2 and ones1 peak, as was found. We also note th
when the heavy- and light-hole bands are degenerate,
heavy and light holes are distinguishable~e.g. via their ef-
fective mass!, the formation of the heavy-light holeX1 is
favored over the band degenerateX1.

On the other hand, other groups have reported the ob
vation of both polarization components of theX1 triplet spin
state in a magnetic field,7,13 which would exclude the heavy
light hole X1. The band degenerateX1 also has quintuplet
and septet states, which have certainly not been observe
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any experiment. However, since these states have high
spin, and are therefore assumed to be higher-energy s
than the triplet, it is quite possible that they are not bou
and so not observed in PL experiments. Some type of abs
tion experiment may be a more discerning way to exp
mentally determine which type ofX1 is present, and such
experiments were reported by Shieldset al.13 They observed
features due to the singlet and triplet states ofX1 and due to
heavy- and light-hole excitons in their spectra, the latter t
being split by some 2.5 meV. Thus, in that particular expe
ment, the heavy holeX1 is the only viable candidate. Simi
larly, in any other experiment, the valence-band degene
would be a crucial factor in determining the type ofX1

observed. Indeed, given the fact that the Zeeman-level
grams of the various types ofX1 differ substantially with
respect to Zeeman levels with high total spin, absorpt
would seem to be a good method to determine whichX1 is
present in any particular sample.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the spin states ofX1 considering the
four different possibilities for combinations of heavy- an
light- holes. When the heavy and light hole bands are deg
erate, theX1 Zeeman-level diagram has a rich hierarchy
states with quintuplet and septet spin states in addition to
singlet and triplet states observed forX2, and a very large
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